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Linear-time Algorithms (linear1.py)

I We have a linear-time algorithm when a linear increase in the
input size leads to a linear increase in the execution time

I The below function is linear-time. What happens when we call
it with input 1000000? 2000000? 3000000?

import time

def linear(n):
lst = range(n)
start = time.clock()
for i in range(n):
lst[i] = lst[i] + 1

return time.clock() - start



Linear-time Algorithms ... (linear2.py)

I This function is still linear-time

I If we increase the input size by d (a linear increase), we
increase the number of steps by 2d (a linear increase!)

import time

def linear(n):
lst = range(n)
start = time.clock()
for i in range(n):
lst[i] = lst[i] + 1

for i in range(n):
lst[i] = lst[i] + 1

return time.clock() - start



Quadratic-time Algorithms ... (quadratic.py)

I This function is not linear-time

I Increasing the input size by fixed increments causes nonlinear
increases in execution time

I e.g. increasing the input from 1000000 to 2000000 causes less
of an execution-time increase than does increasing the input
from 2000000 to 3000000

I For input n, this function performs a number of steps
proportional to n2

import time

def quadratic(n):
lst = range(n)
start = time.clock()
for i in range(n):
for j in range(n):
lst[i] = lst[i] + j

return time.clock() - start



Linear Search (linear search.py

I We have already seen a mechanism for searching through a list

I Review: why do we include the first conjunct of the loop
guard?

def linear_search(L, value):
’’’Return the index of value in L, or len(L) if value
doesn’t exist in L.’’’

i = 0
while i < len(L) and L[i] != value:
i += 1

return i



Sentinel Search

I On each loop iteration of linear search, we have to check that
we haven’t reached the end of the list yet

I But, if we could guarantee that the value we’re searching for
is in the list, we would not have to check this

I Idea: add the value we’re searching for to the end of the list

I Now, our search will stop looking if it finds a “real”
occurrence of the value, or else stop when it finds the fake
one we just added

I Regardless, there is no way we will go out of bounds on the list

I The fake value we’re adding is called a sentinel, because it
guards against falling off of the list



Sentinel Search (sentinel search.py)

This is still linear-time, but it’s faster than our previous linear
search. Let’s time them!

def sentinel_search(L, value):
’’’Return the index of value in L, or len(L) if value
doesn’t exist in L.’’’

L.append(value)
i = 0
while L[i] != value:
i += 1

L.pop()
return i



Searching for a Word

I Let’s say you want to find the word “science” in a dictionary
(the book kind of dictionary, not the Python kind)

I A linear search would involve you going through each word
starting from the first “A” word, and no one does this!

I Let’s say you want to guess the number between 1 and 100
that I’m thinking of

I A linear search would involve you guessing each number
starting from 1. Again, not a good strategy!

I What is the common property here that allows us to search
faster?



Binary Search

I As with the word-finding or guessing numbers game, we can
eliminate about half of the list on each iteration of the search

I The strategy is to keep two indices that initially include the
entire list

I We then compare our item with the item at the midpoint of
these two indices

I Based on this comparison, we know that our item can exist in
only one of the two halves, so we eliminate the other half of
the list by updating one of the indices

I This yields a logarithmic-time algorithm

I Let’s try it on a sample list . . .



Binary Search (binsearch.py)

Everything left of index i is < value; everything from index j to
the right is >= value

def binsearch(L, value):
’’’Return the index of value in L, or len(L) if value
doesn’t exist in L. L must be sorted.’’’

i = 0
j = len(L)
while i < j:
mid = (i+j)/2
if L[mid] < value:
i = mid + 1

else:
j = mid

return i



Sorting Techniques

I So far, we have been using Python’s sort method to sort lists

I We will cover two simple sorting algorithms here: selection
sort and insertion sort

I They are both quadratic-time algorithms; we can do much
better with other sorting methods

I Quicksort, merge sort, and heapsort are faster
I They have time complexity between linear and quadratic



Selection Sort

I In selection sort, we conceive of our list as consisting of two
parts: a sorted part, and an unsorted part

I Initially, our sorted part is empty
I Then, while our sorted part is not the whole list

I We find the smallest remaining value in the unsorted part, and
I We exchange this value with the leftmost value in the unsorted

part

I Each time we do this, we extend our sorted part one position
to the right

I Let’s try it!



Selection Sort (selection sort.py)

def find_min(L, i):
’’’Return the index of the smallest item in L[i:]’’’
smallest = i # The index of the smallest so far
for j in range(i + 1, len(L)):

if L[j] < L[smallest]:
smallest = j

return smallest

def selection_sort(L):
’’’Sort the items in L in non-descending order.’’’
for i in range(len(L)):

smallest = find_min(L, i)
L[smallest], L[i] = L[i], L[smallest]



Insertion Sort

I Insertion sort also divides the list into a sorted part (initially
empty) and an unsorted part (initially the whole list)

I Then, while our sorted part is not the whole list
I We obtain the leftmost value in the unsorted part, and
I We insert this value in its correct place in the sorted list (i.e.

so that the sorted part remains sorted)

I Each time we do this, we extend our sorted part one position
to the right

I Let’s try it!



Insertion Sort...

I How do we insert the next value v into its correct place in the
sorted list?

I We can move right-to-left in the sorted part, looking for the
first value that is ≤ v. This is where we want to insert v

I But, if we just put v there, we overwrite a value in the list!

I So, as we move right-to-left, we additionally “shift” each
element one place to the right

I Once we find the location in which to insert v, we will have an
empty “slot” in which to place it



Insertion Sort...

Example: inserting 4 into [1, 3, 7, 8]

I [1, 3, 7, 8, X]

I [1, 3, 7, X, 8]

I [1, 3, X, 7, 8]

I [1, 3, 4, 7, 8]



Insertion Sort (insertion sort.py)

def insert(L, i):
’’’Move L[i] to where it belongs in L[:i].’’’
v = L[i]
while i > 0 and L[i - 1] > v:
L[i] = L[i - 1]
i -= 1

L[i] = v

def insertion_sort(L):
’’’Sort the items in L in non-descending order.’’’
for i in range(len(L)):
insert(L, i)


